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Abstract: Wall-flow particulate filters are a required exhaust aftertreatment system to abate particulate
matter emissions and meet current and incoming regulations applying worldwide to new generations
of diesel and gasoline internal combustion engines. Despite the high filtration efficiency covering the
whole range of emitted particle sizes, the porous substrate constitutes a flow restriction especially
relevant as particulate matter, both soot and ash, is collected. The dependence of the resulting
pressure drop, and hence the fuel consumption penalty, on the particulate matter distribution along
the inlet channels is discussed in this paper taking as reference experimental data obtained in water
injection tests before the particulate filter. This technique is demonstrated to reduce the particulate
filter pressure drop without negative effects on filtration performance. In order to justify these
experimental data, the characteristics of the particulate layer are diagnosed applying modeling
techniques. Different soot mass distributions along the inlet channels are analyzed combined with
porosity change to assess the new properties after water injection. Their influence on the subsequent
soot loading process and regeneration is assessed. The results evidence the main mechanisms of the
water injection at the filter inlet to reduce pressure drop and boost the interest for control strategies
able to force the re-entrainment of most of the particulate matter towards the inlet channels’ end.
Keywords: internal combustion engines; emissions; particulate matter; wall-flow particulate filter;
pressure drop; soot distribution; particulate layer
1. Introduction
Pollutant regulations applying to compression ignition engines have focused on particulate
matter emissions as one of the main pollutant emissions with which to deal. In Europe, particulate
matter emissions have been restricted from 140 mg/km in Euro 1 to 4.5 mg/km in current Euro 6b.
Besides stringent mass constraints, particulate number is also regulated by Euro 5b applying both
mass and number regulations also to direct injection spark ignition engines. Similar trends are found
worldwide becoming wall-flow particulate filters in a required exhaust aftertreatment device already
present in diesel engines and being progressively adopted in gasoline-powered vehicles.
The reason for the implantation of the wall-flow particulate filters is related to its high filtration
efficiency in the whole range of particle size [1]. However, soot collection into and on the porous
substrate produces a noticeable pressure drop, increasing as soot loading does. In standardized
post-turbine placement, this pressure drop is multiplied by the turbine pressure ratio to define the
increase in engine back-pressure directly damaging pumping work. The result is a non-negligible
fuel consumption and carbon dioxide (CO2) emission penalty [2]. In addition, the typically low
temperature downstream of the turbine makes the use of active regeneration strategies necessary
involving additional periodic fuel consumption.
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Although most of these drawbacks may be overcome with a pre-turbine Diesel Particulate
Filter (DPF) placement [3], which enables conditions for passive regeneration and highly reduces
DPF pressure drop impact on the fuel consumption penalty [4], the need for advanced boosting
architectures to guarantee fast dynamic response [5] is postponing its further development. In the
meantime, efforts are being driven to reduce aftertreatment volume by combining several abatement
functions [6]. Thus, new devices, such as the Selective Catalytic Reduction Filter (SCRF) system,
are gaining in interest. SCRF consists of the combination into a single wall-flow monolith of soot
filtration and nitrogen oxides (NOx) abatement capability by coating the porous substrate with a NOx
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) catalyst [7]. Despite the potential improvement of this solution
in terms of DPF passive regeneration, SCR light-off and conversion efficiency at low temperature,
the combined chemical behavior of soot and NOx is still suggesting doubts concerning the overlapping
of temperature ranges, which can lead to a final slight loss of NOx abatement and passive regeneration
capability [8]. Regardless of the need for further understanding on new particulate filters with
extended chemical functions, this kind of solution does not involve improvements concerning the
fluid-dynamic behavior, i.e., pressure drop. The current context relies on cell geometry or porous wall
optimization concepts, such as asymmetrical cell designs with different inlet channels geometry [9] or
a two-layer substrate combining different micro-geometry properties [10]. These solutions contribute
to partially mitigate the DPF impact on engine performance by changing the pressure drop to soot
loading dependence. However, these parameters are still closely related, and the effects concerning
fuel consumption are in the best case only slightly displaced to higher soot loading [11].
Under this context, pre-DPF water injection emerges as a technique able to reduce pressure
drop with respect to a baseline DPF, making it independent of the particulate matter loading [12].
It leads to clear advantages in terms of fuel economy and CO2 emission. Secondarily, the particulate
matter accumulation capacity is also increased. This feature is beneficial both in terms of ash
through the reduction of maintenance requirements and soot, whose active regeneration can become
exclusively controlled by soot mass loading instead of pressure drop criteria, thus avoiding an excessive
regeneration temperature. Previous works [13] have hypothesized the water drag of the particulate
matter towards the inlet channels end as the main cause of the pressure drop reduction without
soot mass removal. This kind of restructuring is in agreement with findings about the influence of
the ash deposition pattern along the inlet channels. While ash deposition mixed with soot on the
particulate layer produces a great pressure drop [14], ash deposition in the rear end region leads to
lower pressure drop. Rear end deposition of ash is explained by exhaust gas drag during long-term
engine operation [15]. This kind of mechanism, i.e., soot restructuring during engine operation, would
also contribute to explain why different pressure drops are usually found for the same engine operating
conditions and soot loading under real driving operation. In the case of pre-DPF water injection, the
drag process is forced by controlled periodic injection events affecting both soot and ash.
In this work, the impact of the particulate layer characteristics along the inlet channel is discussed.
The analysis is guided by a computational study carried out with a one-dimensional gas dynamic
code for wall-flow DPFs [16]. Parametric studies focus on the effect of the particulate layer thickness
profile (soot mass distribution) combined with porosity to identify the solution domain that would
provide the pressure drop obtained experimentally and its increased rate after pre-DPF water injection.
The conclusions of the theoretical analysis are also supported by visualization of monolith substrates
analyzed after pre-DPF water injection and in baseline conditions. As a final step, the influence of the
particulate layer restructuring on the regeneration process is also explored by means of the modeling
of experimental data obtained during active regeneration.
2. Wall-Flow DPF Model
The computational study performed in this work is based on the use of a wall-flow DPF
model developed in previous works, which is next briefly described. The model is integrated into
OpenWAM™(Version 2.2, CMT-Motores Térmicos, Valencia, Spain), which is an open-source gas
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dynamics software developed at CMT-Motores Térmicos [17,18]. The model solves the conservation





































































In Equations (1)–(4), j identifies the type of monolith channel (0 = outlet, 1 = inlet) and takes into
account the existence of the particulate layer. Figure 1 shows schematically the way in which the DPF
channels are discretized in the axial direction, as well as the cross-section of an inlet monolith channel


























































































































































































































































































































Figure 1. Scheme of the axial and cross-sections of Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) channels.
The flow field of inlet and outlet channels is conditioned by the source terms related to flow across
the porous media, which are governed by Darcy’s equation applied along the particulate layer and the
porous wall [16]. Thus, the filtration velocity at every axial node of the inlet channel can be calculated
as a function of the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet channel, the cellular geometry and















Accordingly, the filtration velocity corresponding to the outlet channel is then obtained
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The solution of the governing equations is obtained applying finite difference methods.
In particular, the two-step Lax and Wendroff method (2LW) [19] adapted to porous medium channels
is coupled with the Flux-Corrected Transport (FCT) technique [20]. The monolith channels are coupled
to inlet and outlet volumes, which are included to account for the inertial pressure drop contribution
because of flow contraction and expansion. The volumes are solved by a filling and emptying method
and its connection to the monolith applying the Method of Characteristics (MoC) [21] adapted to solve
the boundary conditions of inlet and outlet porous channels [22], as indicated in Figure 1.
According to Equation (5), the filtration velocity is dependent on the gas and porous media
properties and the monolith meso-geometry. Both the porous wall and particulate layer permeabilities
are obtained as a function of the porosity of the medium (ε), the collector unit diameter (dc) and the
slip-flow correction given by the Stokes–Cunningham Factor (SCF) as [23]:
k = f (ε) d2c SCF (7)
In particular, the permeability of the porous wall is calculated considering that the soot penetration
is only partial [24,25], so that Equation (7) is applied to a soot-loaded porous wall thickness and to the
complementary one, which is considered to be kept fully clean:
kw,e =
kwkw0
fwkw0 + (1− fw) kw
(8)
In Equation (8), fw represents the fraction of porous wall thickness where soot is collected; kw0 is
the permeability of the clean porous wall; and kw is the permeability of the loaded porous wall.
The properties of the soot loaded porous wall are obtained from clean conditions applying the packed












where the apparent density of the collected soot is defined as the product of the density of soot
aggregates of mean fractal dimension (ρs,w) [27] and a shape factor (χ) representing the irregular
deposition of the soot around the collector unit [23]. The variation of the collector unit diameter as the













Besides permeability, the change in porous wall properties also determines the fluid-dynamic
field in the inlet channels as the soot loading takes places and governs the variation in filtration
efficiency [28]. Brownian diffusion, interception and inertial deposition mechanisms are considered to
compute the filtration efficiency of an isolated collector unit. Integrating within the packed bed control
volume using the pore velocity as characteristic velocity for the particles due to the proximity among
collectors [29], the filtration efficiency of the porous wall yields:
E f ,w = 1− e−
3ηDRI (1−εw)ww fwSc
2εwdc,w (12)
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where ηDRI is the filtration efficiency of an isolated collector unit due to the combination of the related
collection mechanisms.
Once the transition from deep bed to cake filtration regimes is completed, the porous wall
properties remain constant, and the particulate layer acts as a barrier filter. Thus, all collected soot is
assumed to be deposited on the particulate layer, varying its thickness.
The amount of soot loading is determined every time-step accounting for the balance between
filtrated and regenerated soot mass. Incomplete soot oxidation due to oxygen (O2) and nitrogen dioxide
(NO2) is considered [30]. The variation of these reagents is solved separately across the particulate






where subscript n identifies O2 or NO2, X is the molar fraction, Sp is the soot specific surface,
αn the stoichiometric coefficient and kn the kinetic constant, which is temperature dependent according
to an Arrhenius-type equation. Knowing the depletion rate of every gaseous reagent across the
particulate layer and the porous wall, the amount of regenerated soot per time-step and control volume
can be obtained as:









where n represents the reagent moles, A f is the filtration area, Cgas is the gas concentration and MC is
the soot molecular weight, which is assumed to correspond to carbon.
The rate of heat generated by the soot oxidation is included in the thermal balance solved in
the porous substrate of every control volume in which the channels are axially discretized. The heat
transfer model [32] is based on a bi-dimensional discretisation of the porous media between a pair
of inlet and outlet channels. Besides the regeneration heat source, the model accounts for thermal
inertia, convection gas to solid heat transfer, heat conduction across the substrate both in the axial
and the tangential directions, as well as radial conduction towards the external canister, whose wall
temperature is also computed taking into account heat transfer to the ambient environment.
3. Experimental Setup
The main details of the experimental setup and tests shown in this work are next briefly described.
Further description can be found in [12]. In this work, the results of all tests to which a wall-flow
DPF was subjected aimed to characterize its response against the use of pre-DPF water injection are
presented. The main characteristics of the wall-flow DPF are summarized in Table 1, where it is
identified as DPF #A.
Table 1. Characteristics of wall-flow DPFs.
#A #B
[33] [34]
Diameter (D) (mm) 132 140
Channel length (L) (mm) 200 230
Honeycomb cell size (α) (mm) 1.48 1.42
Porous wall thickness (ww) (mm) 0.31 0.46
Cell density (σ) (cpsi) 200 180
Porosity (εw0 ) (-) 0.41 0.41
Mean pore diameter (dpw0 ) (µm) 12.1 18.55
Permeability (kw0 ) (×10−13 m2) 2.49 5.85
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The test campaign was conducted in a Euro 4 turbocharged diesel engine for passenger car use.
The main characteristics of the engine are shown in Table 2. The engine was installed in a completely
instrumented test cell equipped with all of the required auxiliary facilities for its operation and control.
Engine speed and torque were controlled by connecting the engine to an asynchronous dynamometer
both under steady-state and transient operating conditions. The engine was also instrumented with
sensors to measure the main magnitudes of operation, such as temperature and mean pressure along
the intake and exhaust lines, air mass flow, fuel consumption and turbocharger speed. All of these
data were completed with the electronic control unit and test cell parameters.
Table 2. Basic engine characteristics.
Type HSDI Diesel Passenger Car




Number of cylinders 4 in line
Number of valves 4 per cylinder
Compression ratio 18:1
Maximum power @ speed 100 kW @4000 rpm
Maximum torque @ speed 320 Nm @ 1750 rpm
Aftertreatment Close-coupled DOC + Underfloor DOC-DPF
In the particular case of the DPF, its pressure drop was measured by placing two piezoresistive
transducers in the inlet and outlet cones of the DPF canning. The temperature was also measured
in these locations with K-type thermocouples. The water was injected at the DPF inlet by means of
a simple calibrated nozzle [12]. The assessment of the filtration efficiency was performed based on
the particle concentration measurements upstream and downstream of the DPF with a TSI™EEPS
(Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer) spectrometer.
3.1. Tests
Several types of tests were performed in order to evaluate the pre-DPF water injection technique
impact on the DPF performance. Every kind of test was repeated twice, thus comparing the test under
baseline engine and DPF operation (without pre-DPF water injection) against the test in which pre-DPF
water injection was applied.
Several DPF soot loading tests were performed to analyze the effects on the DPF pressure drop
of the pre-DPF water injection technique under controlled conditions. In particular, a soot loading
tests up to 30 g (11 g/L) in soot mass has been selected as a basis for the pressure drop and filtration
efficiency study presented in this work. During all soot loading tests, the engine was run at 2500 rpm
and 28% in engine load being the exhaust gas recirculation rate 16%.
After every soot loading test, the engine was subjected to different operating conditions in order
to verify the pressure drop decrease and fuel economy benefit in a wider range of operation. The study
covered driving cycles, motoring conditions at several engine speeds and steady-state operating
conditions of low engine load. Finally, the DPF was regenerated applying an active regeneration
based on an in-cylinder post-injection strategy. A regeneration process has been also selected for its
modeling in the present work. In the selected test, the DPF was firstly loaded up to 60 g followed by
two consecutive New European Driving Cycles (NEDC) before regeneration. This DPF loading process
was repeated twice covering baseline operation and use of pre-DPF water injection, thus allowing the
comparison of the corresponding regeneration processes.
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4. Discussion of the Results
4.1. Pressure Drop
Figure 2 shows the DPF pressure drop during the soot loading tests up to 30 g in soot mass.
According to the experimental analysis presented in [12], the restructuring of the soot deposits in the
particulate layer was hypothesized as the main cause to explain the decrease in pressure drop after
every injection event and the capability to limit maximum pressure drop regardless of the amount of
collected soot. This hypothesis has been analyzed in this work diagnosing the main particulate layer
properties. A variety of soot mass distributions in the particulate layer with different effective porosity
have been computed applying the wall-flow DPF model. The porous wall has been kept saturated
with a soot penetration thickness of 2%. These characteristics are based on the results obtained from
the modeling of the soot loading process up to the first water injection event, which are described
in [28]. Therefore, the objective has been to identify the main trends in particulate layer properties’
variation that provide the pressure drop after a pre-DPF injection event.
Figure 2. Soot loading test in DPF #A defining the conditions of the parametric studies.
In particular, the pressure drop at the end of the injections marked with a red circle in Figure 2 has
been analyzed. The selected pressure drop value is the one after the end of the thermal transient that
follows a pre-DPF water injection. This value determines the benefit in pressure drop reduction [12].
For the sake of simplicity, the properties of all inlet channels have been assumed to be the same,
which implies the assumption of a homogeneous water distribution within the monolith cross-section.
Therefore, the results of the parametric study must be understood as lumped representative properties
of the collected soot.
According to the results presented in [28] and as the boundary condition for the modeling work,
the particulate layer porosity before the first water injection event is known to be 0.65. This data were
obtained assuming that the representative collector unit diameter in the particulate layer is that of the
mode of the particle size distribution (69 nm). Nevertheless a range of particulate layer porosity from
0.4–0.97 has been considered in this work. It provides a wide range to analyze the possible effect of
particulate layer compaction at the same time that the maximum values of porosity reported in the
literature [35] have been covered.
Concerning the soot mass distribution, an increase of the particulate layer thickness has been
assumed along the inlet channels till the plug end. In every axial location, the thickness of the
particulate layer is assumed to be homogenous on all of the channel walls. Linear and parabolic laws
to define the rate of thickness increase have been explored. In addition, the particulate layer thickness
is assumed to be very thin and constant from the inlet cross-section up the a given distance from which
the increasing thickness profile is imposed. This distance, which will be referred to as the onset of the
soot mass distribution (δpl) from now on, has been also varied in order to determine its impact on the
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pressure drop. This study is based on the conclusions obtained from Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) analysis [34]. Figure 3 shows SEM pictures corresponding to two different samples of DPF
#B, which was loaded with 44.6 g. The pictures show the cross-section of an inlet channel at two
different distances from the monolith entrance. One of the samples was subjected to a pre-DPF water
injection. Both cases show that the penetration is very small, as concluded from experimental [25] and
modeling [23] studies, just affecting the porous wall rugosity. On the one hand, the baseline sample
shows a similar thickness of the soot cake both at the inlet and rear end. On the other hand, the case
of the sample subjected to water injection shows an irregular thin particulate layer at the inlet region
of the channel. The soot tends to be accumulated in the end region of the channel close to the plug.
This is confirmed by Figure 4, which shows three pictures of the rear end (21.5 cm from monolith inlet)
in different inlet channels. A clear random accumulation of soot layer fragments can be observed.
Its effect can be assumed equivalent to a fast increase of the particulate layer thickness in this region,
thus decreasing the inlet channel effective cross-section area.
b) Baseline - 20.5 cma) Baseline - 2.5 cm





Figure 3. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) pictures of the cross-section of DPF #B inlet channels
with the same soot loading at different locations in baseline and after water injection conditions:
(a) baseline at 2.5 cm; (b) baseline at 20.5 cm; (c) pre-DPF water injection at 2.5 cm; (d) pre-DPF water
injection at 20.5 cm.
a) b) c)
Figure 4. Pictures of soot agglomerates accumulation in the rear end of three inlet channels (21.5 cm
from monolith inlet) after water injection in DPF #B.
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The swept-in particulate layer porosity and onset of the soot mass distribution provide
an extensive family of particulate layer structures. Figure 5a shows how the particulate layer porosity
changes the soot thickness along the inlet channels. The grey dashed series represents the particulate
layer thickness just before the first injection event, the particulate layer porosity being 0.65. In all
remaining cases, the soot mass distribution is exactly the same, i.e., at a given point, the amount of soot
is the same at any particulate layer porosity. In these examples, the onset of the soot mass distribution is
at δpl = 0.1 m from the inlet monolith cross-section imposing a parabolic profile. Therefore, the change









where subscript i identifies the node of computation along the channel. The density of the particulate






Figure 5. Effect of particulate layer porosity and soot mass distribution onset on the particulate layer
thickness profile in DPF #A.
Below a porosity of 0.6, the particulate layer thickness is very thin along the whole channel.
However, as the porosity increases, the thickness undergoes a faster growth, as clearly observed for
0.95 in porosity. The differences in thickness become evident from the very beginning of the soot mass
distribution onset and increase towards the inlet channel rear end. In contrast to porosity, the onset of
the soot mass distribution in the particulate layer, whose effect is represented in Figure 5b, gives rise to
quite homogeneous cake thickness, most of the differences being concentrated in the rear end region.
This is especially evident as the soot mass distribution is moved back, which produces a sharp rate of
thickness increase from 0.15 m in the onset length.
The DPF pressure drop resulting from the parametric study imposing experimental inlet flow
conditions and soot loading after the water injection is shown in Figure 6 for Injections 1, 5, 9
and 13. A parabolic soot mass distribution is considered in these computations. In all plots, the
white line represents the solution domain corresponding to the experimental pressure drop value for
every injection.
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a) Pressure drop after 1 injection [Pa]
st
b)  Pressure drop after 5 injection [Pa]
th
c) Pressure drop after 9 injection [Pa]
th
d)  Pressure drop after 13 injection [Pa]
th
Figure 6. DPF pressure drop as a function of the particulate layer porosity and the soot mass distribution
onset after different injection events in DPF #A.
As observed in all cases, moving back the soot mass distribution onset provides an almost linear
decrease of the pressure drop regardless of the particulate layer porosity. This is shown in Figure 7,
which presents the pressure drop dependence on the onset of the soot mass distribution for the
parabolic profile and different water injections. The maximum pressure drop is always found when the
onset of the particulate layer is placed close to the monolith inlet. This means that the worst loading
conditions of the DPF are determined by an homogeneous particulate layer along the whole channel,
which is the natural profile towards soot loading processes’ convergence [28]. These results evidence
the interest for soot and ash accumulation in the rear end of the inlet channels. On the other hand,
given any onset for the growth of the particulate layer thickness, the pressure drop decreases as the
porosity increases. These kinds of conditions would be caused by an engine operating at high mass
flow, thus at medium-low temperature, thus resulting in a high Peclet number [35]. In addition, the
impact is greater in homogenous soot mass distribution and as soot loading increases. Higher soot
loading correlates with the injection number according to Figure 2, i.e., the 13th water injection takes
place at higher soot loading conditions.
Keeping as a reference a particulate layer porosity of 0.65, the analysis of the plots in Figure 6
reveals that the experimental pressure drop obtained in DPF #A after the first pre-DPF water injection
can be only attained provided that the particulate layer begins its growth several centimeters after the
channel inlet (∼4.5 cm). This trend is more clear as the number of injections increases, even taking
into account that the pressure drop after the thermal transient related to the injection event grows up
from 8500 Pa–9200 Pa. In the 13th water injection, the growth of the particulate layer should begin at
12.5 cm from the monolith inlet, assuming that the particulate layer porosity is kept in 0.65. Therefore,
the onset of the soot mass distribution is progressively moved towards the channel end as the amount
of soot increases. This fashion in soot mass distribution in the particulate layer explains the need to
increase the target pressure drop after the 13th water injection that was necessary to impose during
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the soot loading test shown in Figure 2. In order to ensure the effectiveness of the water injection
technique [12], it is necessary to allow the particulate layer thickness to grow again along the inlet
channels before to perform the next water injection. In addition, it is worth noting how the rear soot
accumulation should be more intensive if the porosity of the particulate layer decreases as a result
of a water compaction process. According to Darcy’s law, this effect indicates that the permeability
decrease caused by the porosity reduction has much more negative impact than the benefits brought
by a thinner particulate layer. Figure 8 represents the particulate layer permeability as a function of
the porosity, according to Equation (7). In contrast, the thickness is a function of the porosity, the soot
distribution profile and, consequently, the axial location along the inlet channel, in agreement with
Figure 5.
Figure 7. Impact of the onset of the soot mass distribution on the DPF pressure drop as a function of
the particulate layer porosity and the soot mass loading (number of injections) in DPF #A.
Figure 8. Particulate layer permeability as a function of the porosity.
Based on these magnitudes, the resulting pressure drop is finally defined by the filtration velocity.
Figure 9a shows the filtration velocity profile along the inlet channel for a particular onset of the soot
mass distribution (δpl = 0.11 m) as a function of the particulate layer porosity after the first water
injection. As the porosity decreases, the filtration velocity gets reduced in the initial inlet channel
region. However, the filtration velocity is higher for low porosities in the rear end region. The flow
tends to accumulate in the rear end of the inlet channel increasing the gas pressure because of the
lower permeability related to low porosity. As a consequence, more mass flow passes across the
thicker particulate layer region at higher velocity when the porosity decreases, thus leading to higher
pressure drop. Complementarily, the filtration velocity profile for a particular porosity (εpl = 0.75) is
represented in Figure 9b as a function of the soot mass distribution onset. In this case, the filtration
velocity gets reduced in the thin particulate layer region as the onset is moved back. Despite an
intermediate region with the highest filtration velocity, it gets the minimum value also in the rear
end, where the particulate layer has the maximum thickness. This kind of profile leads progressively
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to the almost linear pressure drop decrease shown in Figure 7 as the soot mass distribution onset is
moved back.
Figure 9. Filtration velocity profile as a function of the soot mass distribution onset and the particulate
layer porosity after the first water injection event in DPF #A.
Several combinations of values of particulate layer porosity and onset of the soot mass distribution
provide the experimental pressure drop, i.e., the white line represented in the plots of Figure 6. This is
due to the influence of these variables on filtration velocity and particulate layer permeability and
thickness. Figure 10 represents a set of filtration velocity profiles determined by combinations of
particulate layer porosity and the onset of soot mass distribution that reproduce the experimental
pressure drop after every water injection event. In all cases, the compaction of the particulate layer
must be accompanied by moving back the soot mass distribution since it leads to lower filtration
velocity both in the thin layer region and in the rear end region, reducing the length of the transition
from fast to slow velocities. This trend is more apparent as the amount of soot and the number of
injections increase, since the soot is progressively dragged towards the rear end of the inlet channels.
Figure 10. Filtration velocity profiles for different soot mass distribution onsets and particulate layer
porosities providing the experimental pressure drop after every modeled injection event in DPF #A.
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The analysis of the pressure drop after the water injection events provides general trends on the
change of the particulate layer properties. In order to describe with higher detail its characteristics
after every injection, several pairs of particulate layer porosity and soot mass distribution onset were
selected to model the soot loading process following the injection event. Figure 11 represents the cases
for the first and the 13th water injections. As shown in (a), the slope of the pressure drop after the
first water injection is very sensitive to the properties of the particulate layer. In fact, the best fitting
for the soot loading process is obtained for the case of no effects on the particulate layer porosity,
whose reference value before injection is 0.65, just a minimum drag of the particulate layer with
an onset of the soot mass distribution in 0.045 m being required. Shorter drag would have minor
effects on the pressure drop increasing rate, but requiring higher porosity of the particulate layer than
baseline. By contrast, noticeable drag of the particulate layer after the first injection would require
great compaction of the particulate layer, leading to small porosity values and to an excessive slope
of the pressure drop increase as a function of the soot loading. As the number of injections increases,
the slope of the pressure drop loss sensitivity to the particulate layer properties since the onset of
the soot mass distribution increases for all possible porosities. As shown in the 13th water injection,
in which the effectiveness of the injection process is limited, the onset of the soot mass distribution is
within a small range. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that there is still a valid solution for the
baseline porosity, which confirms that the compaction effect of the water can be considered negligible.
Figure 11. Influence of the soot mass distribution onset and the particulate layer porosity on the rate of
increase of the pressure drop after water injection events in DPF #A.
To finish the analysis of the pressure drop reduction causes, Figure 12 represents the obtained
results for the first and 13th water injections imposing a linear soot mass distribution instead of
a parabolic profile. As observed, all of the general trends previously described can be considered
independent of the kind of soot mass distribution law defining the particulate layer. The main
difference is related to the onset of the soot mass distribution, which should be delayed in the case
of a linear distribution. This is why this kind of soot distribution imposes, for a particular onset,
less soot moved towards the rear end in comparison to a parabolic distribution. Nevertheless, the order
of magnitude of the solutions is very similar and proves that a lumped representation of the inlet
channels cross-section provides good accuracy to understand the mechanism leading to pressure drop
reduction after pre-DPF water injection.
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a) Pressure drop after 1 injection [Pa]
st
b)  Pressure drop after 13 injection [Pa]
th
Figure 12. DPF pressure drop as a function of the particulate layer porosity and the soot mass
distribution onset in DPF #A imposing a linear soot mass distribution.
4.2. Filtration Efficiency and Regeneration
Experimental data confirmed that the use of pre-DPF water injection does not affect the filtration
efficiency of the DPF [36], which was between 99.35% and 99.85% (number-based filtration efficiency)
during the soot loading process shown in Figure 2. According to the theoretical and visualization
results shown in Section 4.1, this behavior can be justified based on the lack of variation of the soot
penetration into the porous wall, keeping a saturated portion that acts as a barrier filter of high
collection efficiency. It ensures high filtration efficiency in the entrance region before the onset of
the particulate layer. In addition, the sparse thin particulate layer along the inlet channels and its
concentration towards the end region also contribute to ensure the filtration performance of the DPF.
Thus, the theoretical mass-based filtration efficiency is over 99.95% for all considered particulate layer
characteristics, as shown in Figure 13 for operating conditions after the first and 13th water injections.
a) Filtration efficiency after 1 injection [-]
st
b)  Filtration efficiency after 13 injection [-]
th
Figure 13. Filtration efficiency as a function of the particulate layer porosity and the soot mass
distribution onset after different injection events.
With respect to the regeneration behavior, previous works showed the lack of relevant influence
of pre-DPF water injection on passive and active regeneration processes based on pressure drop
and outlet gas temperature evolution [12]. In this work, an active regeneration process have been
modeled. Figure 14 shows in (a) the experimental and modeled pressure drop variation along the
active regeneration, while (b) is devoted to the temperature fashion. In both tests (baseline and
applying consecutive water injections), the DPF was previously loaded up to 60 g. After the soot
loading, two consecutive NEDCs were performed before active regeneration. Details on the soot
loading can be consulted in [12]. At the beginning of the regeneration, lower pressure drop in the
case of the soot loading applying pre-DPF water injections can be clearly observed. This is even
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obtained with higher temperature along the monolith (higher outlet gas temperature), whose effect is
the pressure drop increase (lower gas density). The interest for these tests is in fact such a difference
in outlet temperature at the beginning of the regeneration. The outlet gas temperature is higher
in the case of the DPF sample subjected to water injections. This is due to the fact that a longer
thermal stabilization period took place in this case before the regeneration started. Being that the
inlet gas temperature is equal during the two regenerations and the outlet one higher in the pre-DPF
water injection sample, a faster regeneration process is expected for this last case. This result is also
deduced from the pressure drop dynamics, which is properly predicted by the model for both tests.
The temperature peak at the DPF outlet is almost equal in both tests, obtaining also consistent modeled
results. The gas temperature within the monolith, which is shown in Figure 15, is also very similar
in both regenerations. The temperature increase is faster in the pre-DPF water injection case mainly
due to higher initial temperature. Nevertheless, this situation does not promote hot spots’ appearance
keeping the maximum temperature in the same order of magnitude as the baseline regeneration.
Figure 14. Caption can be rewritten as: Comparison between experimental and modeled (a) DPF
pressure drop and (b) gas temperature during active regeneration: baseline vs. pre-DPF water injection.
Figure 15. Gas temperature evolution during the regeneration process in different locations of the monolith.
Nevertheless, a more detailed analysis of the modeling results provides interesting insights.
Figure 16a shows the evolution of the DPF soot mass during the regeneration process. The soot mass
depletion rate is higher in the case of the pre-DPF water injection during the first seconds of the
regeneration, but it gets progressively slower. In fact, the amount of soot still accumulated into the DPF
in the case of the pre-DPF water injection is clearly higher from 200 s on. Therefore, the fast reduction in
pressure drop during this test can be only explained by non-uniformity in the soot depletion rate along
the monolith. Figure 16b shows the variation in particulate layer thickness during the regeneration
process in different channels’ locations. In the baseline regeneration, the change in particulate layer
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thickness follows the same dynamics at all distances observing just some delay towards the monolith
rear end governed by the thermal transient. This is confirmed by the soot depletion rate and the O2
outlet mass fraction shown in (c) and (d) of Figure 16, respectively. This behavior is governed by
the filtration velocity, which is shown in Figure 16e. It is very homogenous along the inlet channels,
thus leading to similar gas mass flow and dwell time.
Figure 16. Comparison of the evolution of (a) soot mass; (b) particulater layer thickness; (c) soot
depletion rate; (d) outlet O2 mass fraction and (e) filtration velocity during active regeneration: baseline
vs. pre-DPF water injection.
Nevertheless, the different initial particulate layer thickness in pre-DPF water injection case
conditions its subsequent reduction dynamics along the regeneration process. Figure 16b confirms
how the particulate layer reaches a thin thickness and disappears very fast up to the intermediate inlet
channel region. It explains the fast pressure drop reduction inducing to conclude that the regeneration
is close to the end. However, the oxidation of soot in the rear end region, where most of the soot
has been dragged, is very slow. It is interesting to note that according to Figure 16c, the depletion
rate is very similar in the inlet and rear end region, being maximum in the middle region. This is
explained by the filtration velocity. It is very high at 6 cm from the very beginning because of the thin
particulate layer. Consequently, the soot depletion rate is determined by a reduced dwell time, but
high gas temperature and O2 concentration (outlet mass fraction shown in Figure 16d). As a result, the
soot depletion rate is high enough to quickly remove the particulate layer. As the particulate layer is
progressively removed along the inlet channels, the filtration velocities tend to coincide, as deduced
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from the analysis of the filtration velocity at 6 cm and 12 cm. Compared to these distances, the soot
depletion rate in the rear end (18 cm), where the particulate layer is thicker, is as high as at 6 cm.
However, the filtration velocity is very small. It provides high dwell time, favoring soot oxidation,
but the small total amount of O2 mass (despite high inlet concentration) produced is all consumed,
thus limiting the soot depletion rate. This behavior is more penalized as soot is oxidized in the inlet
and middle channel regions because the flow tends to go across the porous wall in these sections.
Consequently, the filtration velocity is further reduced in the channel rear end, slowing down the final
regeneration phase.
5. Conclusions
A modeling work conducted on the understanding of the causes of pre-DPF water injection
effects on wall-flow DPF pressure drop, filtration and regeneration response has been presented.
A one-dimensional wall-flow DPF model has been applied to explore how the soot mass distribution
in the particulate layer formed on the inlet channels walls and the porosity of the particulate layer
influence on pressure drop. Good agreement has been found between experimental data, optical
visualization of the monolith channels and modeling of pressure drop. In fact, the modeling results
of the pressure drop after pre-DPF water injections events have confirmed that the soot mass on the
particulate layer must be moved back as a required condition to reduce the DPF pressure drop.
Although the onset of the soot mass distribution is dependent on the particulate layer porosity,
the modeling of the soot loading after every injection event has demonstrated that the particulate layer
compaction has a negligible impact. Likewise, parabolic and linear soot mass distribution profiles
have been computed obtaining just minor changes to the onset of the soot mass distribution. The main
outcomes on the mechanism governing the pressure drop reduction are not sensitive to this parameter.
In agreement with experimental data obtained in previous works, modeling results indicate that
the filtration efficiency is not modified by pre-DPF water injection. The reason lies in the fact that the
porous wall is kept saturated acting as a barrier filter. However, the conclusions on the regeneration
dynamics during active processes obtained from experimental data have been contradicted by the
modeled results. The results obtained in this work evidence that the soot depletion rate when the
DPF has been subjected to water injection is non-uniform along the inlet channels, in contrast to the
baseline case. In fact, the entering and middle regions are quickly regenerated. This makes the pressure
drop rapidly decrease. However, the rear end region of the inlet channels behaves as a plug end,
the filtration velocity (mass flow) being very small along this porous wall region. Consequently, the
soot oxidation gets mass transfer limited, leading to a slower regeneration end phase than the baseline
operating conditions. This behavior points out that optimization of active regeneration strategies
should be required in order to take maximum advantage from pre-DPF water injection benefits.
Beyond particular concerns on pre-DPF water injection, the results obtained in this study also
contribute to highlight the importance of the soot loading process and how engine operation history
can determine the soot structure (recurrent engine stops with water condensation, highly dynamic
engine operation, etc.). It would explain pressure drop variability under the same operating conditions,
which can cover up the real DPF state and lead to additional engine fuel consumption penalty and
substrate durability issues, especially when pressure drop-based control is considered.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
A f filtration area
Cgas gas concentration
dc collector unit diameter
dcell cell unit diameter
dp mean pore diameter
D diameter
e0 specific stagnation internal energy
E f ,w porous wall filtration efficiency
fw saturated fraction of porous wall thickness
F area
Fw momentum transfer coefficient for square channels
h0 specific stagnation enthalpy
k permeability
kn kinetic constant of reagent n
L channel length
ms soot mass
MC carbon molecular weight
p pressure





wpl particulate layer thickness






α honeycomb cell size
αn stoichiometric coefficient of reagent n
δpl soot mass distribution onset
∆ variation
ε porosity




ρs,w soot packing density inside the porous wall
σ cell density
χ shape factor
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Subscripts
cell referred to the cell unit
e effective
in referred to the inlet channel
j channel type
n reagent (O2, NO2)
out referred to the outlet channel
pl referred to the particulate layer
reg referred to the regeneration
w referred to the porous wall
w0 referred to the clean porous wall
Abbreviations
2LW Two-step Lax and Wendroff method
DOC Diesel Oxidation Catalyst
DPF Diesel Particulate Filter
EEPS Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer
FCT Flux-Corrected Transport
HSDI High-Speed Direct Injection
MoC Method of Characteristics
NEDC New European Driving Cycle
SCF Stokes–Cunningham Factor
SCR Selective Catalytic Reduction
SCRF Selective Catalytic Reduction Filter
SEM Scanning Electron Microscope
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